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Summary 
Most practical applications use hybrid encryption to deal with 
large plaintext messages since the efficiency of the public key 
encryption algorithm is low. As a main part of hybrid encryption 
schemes, Key Encapsulation Mechanism (KEM) allows a sender 
to generate a random session key and distribute it to recipient. In 
some communication scenario, one-to-group model is of 
importance. In this paper, we present a novel key encapsulation 
to designated group. In our mechanism, anyone can encapsulate a 
session key for a designated group and any recipient in the 
designated group can decapsulate the session key with his private 
key. Finally, we give a proof and show that our new mechanism 
is secure against adaptively chosen ciphertext attacks in standard 
model. 
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1. Introduction 

Group communication is playing an important role in 
distributed networks. How to distribute a message to a 
designated group in security and to make all the members 
in the group to correctly receive the message is worth 
further investigating. For example, a service provider 
wants to transmit multimedia stream to his users over 
Internet. This one-to-group model is of importance to 
some communication scenarios. 

The service provider has several possible solutions to this 
problem. One way to do this is to encrypt the multimedia 
stream using broadcast encryption scheme [7][3]. Due to 
the large computational cost associated with public key 
encryption algorithm, this approach is not very efficient. 
Another way is to use group key agreement protocol [1][8] 
to establish a common group key in the group and then use 
this common group key as a secret key to encrypt the 
multimedia stream under a more efficient symmetric 
algorithm. However, a suitable group key agreement 
protocol should be sued in the first step. If the group is 

large enough, it is not an easy thing to perform the 
protocol.  

To this problem, hybrid encryption is a good choice. 
Cramer and Shoup [5] first presented the notion of hybrid 
encryption schemes in 1998. This kind of scheme has been 
further investigating [6][14][9][12][13][11] in recent years 
with the KEM-DEM philosophy. Generally speaking, this 
kind of scheme consists of two parts, one is key 
encapsulation mechanism (KEM), and another is data 
encapsulation mechanism (DEM). The KEM is similar to 
the ordinary encryption component. What they are 
different is that the target of the KEM is to transmit the 
“session key” not encrypted message. And the “session 
key” is random selected by the sender, but the encrypted 
message maybe comes from an attacker. If the KEM and 
DEM are all secure against adaptively chosen ciphertext 
attack (IND-CCA2) [10], then we can construct an IND-
CCA2 hybrid encryption [4]. 

To above instance, the service provider can encapsulate a 
“session key” and distribute it to the designated group of 
users and then use secure and efficient symmetric 
algorithm to encrypt the multimedia stream. In this method, 
the provider needn’t to interact with its users. What he 
needs is to randomly choose a “session key” and distribute 
it to his user’s group by KEM rather than agreeing a 
common group key using key agreement protocol. 
Obviously, this approach is much efficient than the two 
which we mentioned above. The key problem is how to 
design a key encapsulation mechanism to a designated 
group.  

In this paper, we present a novel key encapsulation for 
designated group. In our mechanism, anyone can 
encapsulate a session key and distribute it to the 
designated group. Each recipient in the group can 
decapsulate the ciphertext using his private key that 
matches the group public key. 
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2. Related Works 

Dent [6] describes generic constructions for provably 
secure KEMs based on weak encryption algorithms and 
analyses the two most popular techniques for constructing 
a KEM. Then he presents several simple approaches to 
constructing a KEM based on weak assumption. 

Several key encapsulation mechanisms have been devised 
in recent years. Smart [13] devises a key encapsulation to 
multiple parties based on the Diffie-Hellman problem. In 
his mechanism, the sender can encapsulate the “session 
key” for several recipients and the KEM takes multiple 
public keys as input. He investigates the naive 
concatenation method and proves its security in standard 
model. Finally, he presents a public key mKEM based on 
DDH problem and proves its security in random oracle 
model.  

Barbosa and Farshim [2] present the concept of identity 
based key encapsulation to multiple parties and design a 
mID-KEM. They prove their mechanism in the random 
oracle model under DDH assumption. 

3. Background 

3.1 Preliminaries 

Let 1G  be a cyclic multiplicative group generated by g , 

whose order is a prime q  and 2G  be a cyclic 
multiplicative group of the same order q . Assume that the 

discrete logarithm in both 1G  and 2G  is intractable. A 

bilinear pairing is a map e : 211 GGG →×  and satisfies 
the following properties:  

1. Bilinear: abba pgepge ),(),( = . For all 

g , 1Gp∈  and qZba ∈, , the equation holds. 

2. Non-degenerate: There exists 1Gp∈ , if 
1),( =pge , then Ο=g . 

3. Computable: For g , 1Gp∈ , there is an 
efficient algorithm to compute ),( pge . 

 
Typically, the map e  will be derived from either the Weil 
or Tate pairing on an elliptic curve over a finite field. 
Pairings and other parameters should be selected in 
proactive for efficiency and security. 
 

Decisional Diffie-Hellman Assumption (DDH): Given 

1,,, Ggggg cba ∈  and 2GT ∈ for 

unknowns *,, qZcba ∈ , deciding if Tgge abc =),(  is 
intractable. 

3.2   General Scheme 

1. Initialize. Given the security parameter λ , the 
algorithm outputs the system parameters. 

2. Key Generation (A, ip ). Inputs the designated group 

A and Api ∈ . It outputs the user ip ’s private key 

id .  

3. Encapsulate ( t , id , APK ). Inputs a random number 

t  and a key pair ),( Ai PKd , the algorithm outputs a 
encapsulation ciphertext c , which will be 
transmitted from the member ip  to the designated 
group A. 

4. Decapsulate ( c , APK , jd ). Inputs ),( APKc  and 

the private key jd  of user jp . If Ap j ∈  is valid, 
then the algorithm decapsulates the ciphertext c  with 
the private key jd  and outputs the encapsulated 

session key tKey , otherwise outputs ⊥ . 

3.3   Security Notions 

We define adaptively chosen ciphertext security of a group 
oriented encapsulation scheme, namely IND-DGKEM-
CCA2. Security is defined using the following game 
between an Attacker and Challenger. 
1. Setup. The Challenger initializes the system. The 

Challenger gives the Attacker the resulting system 
parameters and the public key PK . It keeps SK to 
itself. 

2. Query phase 1.  
Decapsulation queries: The Attacker produces a 
query ),( iPKc . The Challenger outputs 

Decapsulate ),( iPKc , otherwise outputs ⊥ . 
3. Challenge. Once the Attacker decides that Query 

phase 1 is over, the Challenger gives ciphertext 
),( * Tc  as the challenge to the Attacker.  

4. Query phase 2. The Attacker continues to adaptively 
issue Decapsulation queries . The Challenger 
responds as in the phase 1. These queries may be 
asked adaptively as in Query phase 1, but the 
decapsualtion query on *c  is not permitted. 
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5. Guess. Finally, the Attacker outputs his guess. If *c  
is the encapsulation ciphertext of T , he outputs 

1=Bit , otherwise, outputs 0=Bit . The Attacker 
wins the game if he gives the correct relation between 

*c  and T . 
 
The key capsulation scheme is secure against adaptively 
chosen ciphertext attack, if the Attacker has a negligible 
advantage to win the game. 

4. Encapsulation Scheme 

4.1   Initialize 

Let 1G  and 2G  be two groups that support a bilinear map 
as defined in section 3.1. Define one cryptographic hash 
functions: 

qZH →*}1,0{:  

PKG chooses *, qZba ∈  and 1Gh∈  uniformly at random, 

and computes agg =1 , bgg =2 . The master private key 

is ),( ba , and the master public key is ),,( 21 hgg . 

4.2   Key Generation 

PKG chooses *
qZk ∈  uniformly at random as the tag of 

the group A. The public key of the group A is 
),( 21 AAA PKPKPK = ),( 1

bkk hg= . The member ip ’s 
private key can be generated as follows: 

1. PKG chooses *
qi Zm ∈  uniformly at random 

and computes qi Zn ∈ , such that 

qnmk ii mod)( +≡ . 

2. compute and output im
i gd 21 = , ian

i gd 22 = , 

and ibn
i hd =3 . 

The member ip ’s private key is },,{ 321 iiii dddd = . 

4.3   Encapsulation 

The sender ( KEMB ) chooses qZs∈  uniformly at random 
and generates the encapsulation ciphertext as follows. 

sgc =1         szhgc )( 12 =  

The encapsulated key is sz
As PKgeKey ),( 12= , where 

)( 1cHz = . The sender sends ),( 21 cc  to the designated 
group A by broadcast over the Internet. 

4.4   Decapsulation 

After receiving the encapsulation ciphertext ),( 21 cc , the 

recipient computes )( 1cHz =  and decapsulates as 
follows, otherwise outputs ⊥  and rejects the ciphertext. 

),(/),(),( 2132112 Ai
z
iis PKceddcedceKey =  

The recipient can decapsulate the ciphertext since 
),(/),(),( 2132112 Ai

z
ii PKceddcedce  

),(/),(),)(( 221
bksbnzansmsz hgehggeghge iii ⋅=  

1 2 2 2( , ) ( , ) ( , )i i im m nzs s zase g g e h g e g g= ⋅ ⋅  

( , ) / ( , )ibns s bke g h e g h⋅  

),(/),(),( 22221
bksnmsnmzs hgeggheggge iiii ⋅=  

( ) ( )
1 2 2 2( , ) ( , ) / ( , )i i i im n s m n sz kse g g e h g e g h+ += ⋅  

sKey=  

5. Security 

In order to show the security of the proposed scheme, we 
provide following theorem. 
 
Theorem. Suppose the DDH assumption is true. Then our 
key encapsulate mechanism is secure against adaptively 
chosen ciphertext attack. 
Proof. Assume that there exists a Challenger β  and an 
Attacker α  in our game. The system chooses }1,0{∈l  
uniformly at random. If 1=l , the system will give  

)),(,,,,( cbacba ggeTgggg =  
to β . Otherwise, if 0=l , the system will give  

),,,,( *TTgggg cba =  

to β , where **
qZT ∈  is isolated from T . If α  has 

ability to break the scheme via adaptively chosen 
ciphertext attack, then the Challenger β  can solve DDH 
by running α  as a subroutine. In other words, given 

),,,( Tggg cba , β  can correctly guess l  with non-
negligible probability. 
 
The Challenger β  chooses *, qZuk ∈  uniformly at 

random, and computes )(* cgHz = , k
A gPK 11 =  and 
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uk
A hPK =2 . In addition, we suppose agg =1 , 

bgg =2  and uz ggh
*

1
−= . The Challenger β  gives 

),,,,( 21 ghggPK A  to the Attacker α . 
 
Query phase 1. The Attacker α  queries Decapsulation 
on ))(,(),( 121

tzt hggcc = , where )( tgHz = . Since 

β  doesn’t divulge cg  and *
qZt∈  is chosen uniformly at 

random, the probability of ct gg =  is negligible. The 

Challenger β  first computes )( 1cHz =  and gets the 

encapsulated key tKey  as follows. 

),(/),( )/(
21

)/(
22

** zzkuzzzkz gcegce −−  
tzzkbuztzzbkzuazaz ggegggge ),(/),( )/()/( *** −−−=  

tzzkbuztzzubkzabkz ggegge )/())/(( **

),(/),( −−+=
abkztgge ),(= ＝ tKey  

The Challenger β  gives the encapsulated key tKey  as 
the answer to the Attackerα . 
 
Challenge phase. When the Attacker α  decides the 
Query phase 1 is over, β  generates the challenge 

ciphertext ),( *
2

*
1 cc . 

cgc =*
1        ucgc )(*

2 =  

When cgc =*
1 , we have *)( zgHz c == . Then we 

have 
uccucuzz gggggc )()()(

*

11
*
2 === − . 

In this instance, the encapsulated key is 
abkzc

c ggeKey ),(= . The Challenger β  sends ),( *
2

*
1 cc  

and 
*kzT  to the Attacker α  as challenge ciphertext. 

 
Query phase 2. The Attacker α  continuously queries 
Decapsulation by adaptively chosen ciphertext. But the 
query on ),(),( *

2
*
121 cccc =  is not permitted. 

 
Guess phase. To the ciphertext ),( *

2
*
1 cc , if the 

encapsulated key is 
*kzT , the Attacker α  outputs 1=bit , 

otherwise 0=bit . If α  outputs 1=bit , then the 
Challenger β  guesses 1=l , otherwise 0=l . 
According to the security notions defined above, since the 
Attacker α  can’t distinguish the simulative result given 
by β  from the actual, we say the simulation process made 
by Challenger β  is perfect. 

According to the description above, if the Attacker α  can 
break the scheme via adaptively chosen ciphertext attack, 
then the Challenger β  can solve DDH by running α  as a 
subroutine. It is contradictory to our assumption. 

6   Conclusion 

Hybrid encryption is a very efficient approach to handle 
large plaintext messages. The KEM plays an important 
role in this kind of encryption mechanism. In this paper, 
we present a novel KEM to designated group. In this 
mechanism, anyone can encapsulate a session key for a 
designated group and any recipient in the designated group 
can decapsulate the session key with his private key. This 
kind of KEM can be used in VoIP, TV subscription 
services, and some applications in group communication. 
The security analysis shows that the KEM is secure 
against adaptively chosen ciphertext attack. 
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